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Lights through the market’s fog:  2 questions. 
  

A Wall Street analyst recently downgraded Transocean—the world’s leading offshore drilling company—
to “Neutral” from his former “Outperform.”  His analysis was intricate, of course; but it came down to 2 
assumptions, both black as midnight for the offshore drilling industry:  first, that the percent of the world’s 
drillship fleet employed by oil companies would not exceed 70% for the foreseeable future; and second, 
that drillship rental rates would therefore stay at or near the bottom of the Marianas Trench, so to speak, 
so that companies like Transocean would find it impossible to generate free cash flow anytime soon.  
  
We’ll wait for Theresa’s next “Inside Transocean” report, in July, to show that we have a right to be 
somewhat more cheerful than the Citibank man.  But what immediately struck us, at Outlook, about his 
forecast was, “How perfectly typical of Wall Street’s finest minds.  How many, many times in the past 42 
years have we seen prestigious analysts wait until some company is wallowing at the bottom of a 
swamp, then predict that nothing can possibly change, much, as far as the eye can see.”  
  
When it concerns strong companies, they’re always wrong.  Even when it concerns weaker companies, 
they’re usually wrong.  But our question today is, “When the general climate in the investment world is a 
cross between deep anxiety and total gloom, how can we investors cut through those dark clouds of 
intricate analyses, poured forth by the Citibank types, to judge whether they’ve missed the bus, or we 
have?”  
  
Here's our answer.  We can cut through the fog by asking 2 questions: 
  

1. How is our company’s cash doing:  high or low? 
  

2. How is the stock’s value:  good or bad? 
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Notice the red arrows and the green circles above them.  That first red arrow was Cummins (the diesel 
engine king) plunging 45% in value, over the course of 18 months from 2014 to 2016.  While that was 
happening the green arrow tells its story about cash:  two emphatic dividend hikes, and almost a third 
before the market decided perhaps Cummins’ future might not be “swamp bottom forever.”  
  
Then time passed.  Cummins rose in price, along with its cash dividend, until the company arrived at 
January, 2018.  From January to December another plunge, this time 33%.  The company’s cash payouts 
kept rising, just as before.  
  
Simple rules, like “How much cash?” and “How good a value?” are good things . . . but they don’t tell the 
whole story, and we investors must know the whole story.  Every now and then a company comes along 
which hikes its dividends to death, sort of:  handing out its cash as it slogs through the swamp, when it 
badly needed to hold onto that cash.  We must look at how each of our companies is actually handling its 
business operations, to be sure of avoiding that kind of problem.  With Cummins, a glance has always 
been enough.  It is a company bursting with financial strength, handling its swamp slog as easily as any 
business possibly could.  So that picture up there told us something profound, with its red arrows (the 
market’s opinion of value) plunging while its green circles (Cummins’ cash, for short) just kept rising.  At 
the bottom of each red arrow, the market’s opinion of Cummins’ value was 10 times earnings, around 
one-half that of the general market.  
  
Our term for that is, “Good value.”  And if we went no farther, as investors, in digging into the nitty-gritty 
details of Cummins’ business operations, this kind of picture would be a guide to be trusted.  It says, “Don’t 
sell; buy when cash and valuation go in opposite directions.  The market’s valuation will turn out to be 
wrong, not the company’s cash.”  
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The remarks above aren’t a general recommendation to buy or sell particular securities.  Such decisions should only 
be made in the context of an investor’s own circumstances.  Stocks and bonds carry the risk of loss.  
 


